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Archipelago, that Eldorado of the South Pacific. I saw my
hostess looking a little anxious, signalled reassurance, and
parried gently. But in me, politely huddled in one corner
of a sofa, he seemed to see all tyrannies embodied—King
George's Hessians, the bloody hand of Cromwell, rack and
stake, the fires of Smithfield, and General Maxwell's firing-
parties. At intervals he remembered India with a rich
particularity. I suppose I should have answered. But if
there is one quality that I dislike in guests, it is historical
repartee. Besides, eloquence is so narcotic ; and I believe
I dozed. The rich catalogue proceeded ; but, for me, the
listening circle faded . . .
Another took its place. That was a circle too ; but this
time it was a standing circle, ranged under a tall sky to
watch something at its centre. I suppose I must have seen
it somewhere, and his refrain had somehow charmed it back
again. He mentioned Indians, I think. The circle stood
and watched ; behind them a mad landscape lay in a still
convulsion, where an Arizona sunset looked over the rim of
the Grand Canyon and turned cold. The ring stood staring
towards its centre, where a drum thudded with a queer,
arrested beat; and I craned to see as well. The drummer
sat behind his drum, backed by two standing women, A
pair of bare-headed dancers jigged at a sort of dog-trot, and
alongside of them two dismal travesties of braves in war-
paint—shield, tomahawk, and eagle-feathers—crouched
and pranced with dispirited ululations. They pranced so
dutifully in the fading daylight. Then the prancing checked
for a moment, and the feathered chief (for surely the enter-
prising railway company must have supplied us with a chief)
announced without emotion that the next dance would be
a prayer for rain—" for rain that is very necessary to our
stock-raising and agriculture, and rain is very scarce on our
Reservation." He spoke without the faintest bitterness,
and the watching circle scarcely seemed to listen. Then the
drum was thudding once again, and the dull eyes came round

